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Quick Ref — Starting
 ⋆Choose a Name and Callsign for your 
Pilot
 ⋆Draw your Robot. It is made of up 6 
Elements. You draw (7 minus the number 
of players) Elements, then each other 
player draws 1 Element.
 ⋆Assign 1 die to each Element. You have 
2d4, 2d6, and 2d8 to assign. Smaller is 
better. You will be rolling these dice 
when your Robot is fighting, or when 
you’re using your Robot to achieve things.
 ⋆Assign starting scores to Community 
Aspects: Technology Level, Leadership, 
Population, and Stability. Your best is 3, 
your worst is 1, the others are 2. You will 
be rolling these dice when interacting 
with your community.
 ⋆Write down starting Hazard scores: 3, 3, 2, 
1. Write in any initial Hazard ideas. (You 
can also define Hazards during play). You 
will be spending these points to make 
other Pilots face Hazards during their 
turns. These boxes conTain examples of how The game could 

be played. They will concern a group of Three 
players: damien, John and mary.

How To Start The Game
You begin this game by gathering a group of people who want to play. The game is designed 
for between 2 and 5 players. Everyone should be familiar enough with the backstory to get 
excited about giant Robots, if nothing else.

Each player gets a Character Sheet. This is used to record most of the pertinent information 
about your Pilot, your Community Aspects, and the Hazards that you will use to make the 
lives of the other Pilots difficult. The group will also need a good number of four-sided 
(d4), six-sided (d6), eight-sided (d8) and ten-sided (d10) dice. Everyone will need a pencil – 
not a pen! You will be using the eraser. You can copy Character Sheets from the one in this 
issue, or download them from ndpdesign.com.

The first step is to choose a Name 
for your Pilot. Most of these 
communities had at one time 
been part of the Soviet Union, but 
you can choose any kind of name 
you wish. You should also choose 
a Callsign for your Robot. Some 
communities have multiple Pilots 
but only one Robot, and many 
Pilots only actually ever interact 
via their Robots and call each 
other by their Robot names. 

Each of your Pilots should be  from 
a different community, though 
they can be close to each other 
or overlap in territory if you want. 
If you are using one of the maps, 
each player should circle a place 
on the map where their Pilot’s 
community is physically located. 
Feel free to doodle on, mark up 
and otherwise use the maps as 
inspiration for your game!

the background
Vesna Thaw is a game about two things: giant radiation-powered Robots, and trying to 
build a new world out of the ashes of the old. It takes place in post-nuclear, post-Soviet 
Russia. The vestiges of Russian civilization survive in underground bunkers built a decade 
ago in preparation for the possibility of atomic war. That war has come and gone, and the 
individual communities, unable to communicate and cut off from physical contact by the 
radiation of the surface world, are dwindling. No single community has all of the resources 
it needs in order to survive for much longer.  As the remnants of the apocalypse fade, the 
surface becomes marginally safer. The old Soviet communication networks have started to 
come back online just enough so that these communities know they are not alone.

Many communities take whatever mechanical and electrical knowledge and materials they 
can scrape together and construct oversized mechanical vehicles with which to navigate 
the hazards of the surface. These constructs, called simply Robots by the people, are the 
only way to bridge the gaps between communities. The Pilots that have volunteered to 
take them out into the wild are both honored, and regarded as fools.

In this game, each player will play the role of one of these Pilots. You will try to solve the 
problems your community faces, reach out to alien communities, and brave the dangers of 
the surface in your Robot. The game will follow a similar trajectory for each Pilot – your 
early attempts will be met with little success, but once you focus your effort and firms your 
resolve, you will be able to get done what you set out to do. The life of a Pilot is necessarily 
constrained by your constant exposure to radiation, however. Your story will end in a blaze 
of glory.

This game shares many similarities with roleplaying games. Each player is takes on the 
role of one character to play for the duration of the game, and you use polyhedral dice, 
pencils, paper, and your imagination to play. It’s also similar to story games in that the 
focus of the game is less on achieving mechanical rewards for your character and more 
about creating a coherent and entertaining story for yourself, as well as for the group you 
are playing with.

The game is designed with a definite end point, which will probably be reached after 
about 2-4 hours of play.

This game was originally written for the “Reversed Engineer” design contest, run by Kevin Allen Jr. in August/September of 2006. I was 
randomly assigned a character sheet designed by Martin O’Leary and designed this game around that sheet.
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Next step is to draw your Robot in the box provided. Everyone is going to have a hand 
in everyone else’s Robot, both because using the creativity of your friends is cool, and 
to emphasize the kitbashed nature of how these Robots actually look out on the frozen 
steppe. 

Your Robot is going to have six main Elements, things like powerplants, weapons, legs or 
wheels, a cockpit, and so on. You draw a number of those Elements equal to 7 minus the 
number of players for the game – so, if your group has 3 players, draw 4 of the Elements 
of your Robot. Each other player gets to draw 1. You get to choose what order Elements 
get drawn in – whether you want to establish a core and have your friends embellish it, or 
whether you want to work off of the material they give you, or a combination of the two. 
Be creative! Be funky! Don’t worry about having good drawing skills. The Robots are built 
out of industrial waste barrels, broken turbines, rolls of barbed wire and rusty firehoses. 
Having a rough look to your Robot is great. Check out the Rogue’s Gallery later in this issue 
for inspiration.

Once every Robot 
has been fully 
drawn, you all get 
your sheets back. 
Now, draw a line to 
each Element. On 
each line, you write 
the size of the die 
you are assigning 
to that Element. 
You get  two d4s 
,  two d6s and 
two d8s to assign 
between your six 
Elements, and each 
Element gets a 
single die. In this 
game, low numbers 
are good, and the 

smaller the die the better. You will be using these dice when you can bring that Element 
of your Robot into the scene in which you act, as well as during Robot battles. So, if you 
give your d4s to things like weapons and armor, you’ll probably be bringing your Robot 

into scenes as something threatening or imposing; if you put them into something like 
jumpjets or submersion gear, then you’ll be doing better in scenes about getting from one 
place to another or surviving in the harsh environment.

Next, assign ratings to your Community Aspects. These Aspects describe the strengths and 
weaknesses of your Pilot’s community. Like the Elements of your Robot, these Aspects give 
you dice to roll when appropriate in scenes. The four boxes along the top of the sheet 
represent the key aspects of your community:  Technology Level, Leadership, Population, 
and Stability.  Assign the strongest Aspect of your Community  a rating of 3, the weakest 1, 
and the other two 2. All community dice are d4s (you can remember that because the box 
has 4 sides),  so you just need to write the assigned number in each box.

 ⋆ A community with a high Technology Level still has access to some 
of the Soviet-era tech in good working order, or it has a number of skilled 
mechanics, technicians and scientists among its ranks. You can bring in 
Technology dice when the scene concerns technology, making repairs, or 
interacting with scientists and technicians. 

 ⋆ A community with a high Leadership has a leadership system that works 
well and gets things done. It may be concentrated or distributed, democratic 
or communistic, but whatever it is, it works. You can bring in Leadership dice 
when a scene concerns working for or against community leadership, or 
when interacting with the leaders of the community. 

 ⋆ A community with a high Population has either a large or an extremely 
productive and robust group of members. It may be large and versatile or 
small but very skilled and motivated. You can bring in Population dice when 
a scene concerns issues related to population growth or control, or when 
interacting with the general population of the community. 

 ⋆ A community with a high Stability has a good relationship between it’s 
leadership and it’s population. Stability usually, but not necessarily, follows 
from having high scores in both of those.  A community with a high Stability 
has a solid working relationship between the leadership and the people, 
or has some other factor that helps the community endure. You can bring 
Stability dice into a scene when it concerns issues directly related to its 
stability, when trying to shore up the community, or when trying to drive a 
wedge between the population and the leadership. 

This publication made possible by backers of its Kickstarter campaign. They are thanked here in order of reward level. 
Thank you: Steve Dempsey & Crispy T
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damien creaTes his piloT. he knows ThaT he wanTs dmiTri To be The piloT’s firsT name, and he references a name generaTor for The 
resT. he ends up wiTh dmiTri ValenTinoVich rokissoVsky, and he decides his callsign is raskolnik. 

There are Three players in ToTal, so damien draws (7-3 =) 4 elemenTs of his roboT. he draws TracTor Treads, a 360º cupola, a 
rack of half-full oil drums as The Torso, and a dozer blade. John adds a rockeT launcher on Top, and mary adds a snorkel/periscope 
for lake exploraTion.

damien giVes The Tank Treads and periscope d4s, The rockeT launcher and dozer blade d6s, and The cockpiT and oil barrels d8s, 
indicaTing ThaT he’s more inTeresTed in his roboT as TransporTaTion and surViVal Than combaT. 

damien makes his communiTy assignmenTs: 2 To Technology leVel, 1 To leadership, 3 To populaTion, and 2 To sTabiliTy. he 
describes his communiTy as one ThaT has a leading council ThaT is more concerned wiTh mainTaining Their posiTions Then Trying To help 
The people, and The populaTion is fairly sizeable – and Thus noT as manageable as The council would like. 

finally, damien fills in his hazards. he wriTes down his 3, 3, 2, 2, 1. he describes The firsT 3 as “muTaTed snow yeTi”, 
because he definiTely wanTs To see some of Those in The game, and he giVes The 1 To “criTical roboT failure” – he wanTs To do 
This once, buT he doesn’T wanT iT To come up oVer and oVer. he saVes The resT for ideas ThaT come up during play.

Again, how you assign your Community Aspects will shape what kinds of scenes you 
will probably want for your Pilot – high Technology Level and Stability could describe a 
community that has a Soviet tech stash as the core of it’s existence as well as the issues 
that creates; while a high Leadership and Population would be more about how the two 
parts of the community relate to each other, for good or ill. Notice that you will be getting 
dice just for the presence of that Aspect of the community in the scene, whether you are 
supporting it or pushing against it. 

The final step to filling out your sheet is the 5 vertical stars underneath your Community 
Aspect boxes. These are where you will record Hazards, the monsters, obstacles, and 
dangers that you will be using to make the lives of the other Pilots harder. All Hazard 
dice are d10s (which you can remember because the stars have 10 sides). Like Community 
Aspects, you assign numbers to your Hazards: 3, 3, 2, 2 and 1. Unlike Aspects, this number 
is not the number of dice you will roll, but rather the number of times you get to invoke 
that Hazard. 

Next to each Hazard, you need to write a description of that that Hazard actually is – 
a radioactive snowstorm? A mutated cosmonaut/yeti? A niggling Robot malfunction? A 
displeased Pilot’s mistress? You do NOT need to nail down all 5 Hazards right now. If you 
have an idea for a Hazard you will definitely want in play, you should write it down – but 
if you don’t have anything concrete in mind, you can wait until an opportune moment in 
play. The first time you invoke a given Hazard, you must describe it, and that’s what that 
Hazard is for the rest of the game. Of course, if you get a good idea for a blank Hazard at 
any point, feel free to write it down. You should all talk about what Hazards you’re taking 

as you write them down, and try not to overlap too much. 

The three Scene Tracks start the game empty, with no marks. 

If someone in particular wants to start the game by framing the first scene, then they 
should do so. If this is not the case, the player with the most facial hair starts. Play proceeds 
clockwise, with each player framing a scene for their Pilot in turn.

How To PlAy the Game 
The game is played by each player setting up (“framing”) a scene of play for their Pilot. 
In each Pilot’s scene, the other players will play NPC’s (Non-Pilot Characters) as well as 
describe and play the Hazards that get in the Pilot’s way. The three scene tracks show how 
far along the game each Pilot has progressed. The game is over once a Pilot has reached 
the sixth hex of one of the tracks, and they go out in a Blaze of Glory.

There are three kinds of scenes in this game: Color, Conflict,  and Action. Color scenes 
establish backstory, show off relationships, or demonstrate Robot or Pilot badassery. 
Conflict scenes showcase a conflict of interest between Pilots, between a Pilot and their 
community, or between a Pilot and an alien community. Action scenes concern physical 
confrontation, whether in or out of a Robot.  Of course, any of these scenes can take place 
with the Pilot in their Robot.

Thank you: Jared Axelrod, Joe Beason, Kairam Ahmed Hamdan, Sage LaTorra, Eben Lowe & Ray Otus
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Quick Ref — Rolling
 ⋆Each player has a scene for their Pilot 
in turn. The other players play NPCs and 
offer Hazards.
 ⋆Each scene is either a Color, Conflict or 
Action scene. You can also use your Robot 
for a scene. You declare the kind of scene  
at the beginning and fill in the left-most 
space on the corresponding scene track 
listed on your sheet.
 ⋆You ask another player to offer a Hazard 
for the scene. They spend a Hazard point 
and describe it.
 ⋆When you make a roll during your scene, 
you roll 1d8 + 1d10 + any Aspects (d4s) 
that apply. If it’s a Robot scene, you also 
add any Robot components that apply.
 ⋆Other  p layers  can  desc r ibe  how 
additional Hazards make what you are 
attempting more difficult. They spend 
a point from their Hazard and give you 
1d10. Each other player can bring in one 
Hazard per roll (the initial Hazard counts 
for this).
 ⋆You are trying to get a Target Number 
equal to the number of checks you have 
in the current scene track. Every die 
result equal to or lower than your TN is 
a success.
 ⋆ If any die rolls its maximum number (4 
for d4, 6 for d6, etc.), your community has 
a problem (even if the roll was a success). 
Subtract 1 from any Aspect. Only subtract 
1, even if more than 1 die maxed out.

well, two that you do acceptably, three that you do well, four that you do very well, and 
five or more is a smashing success. There are other mechanical effects for success, each of 
which is covered in the section describing that kind of roll. 

As you can see from the Target Number progression, the 
game follows a predictable trajectory. The Pilots start off 
doing poorly at whatever they are attempting, but the more 
they do the better they become at doing it. By the later 
scenes of the game Pilots will probably be succeeding at 
everything they attempt, which is all leading up to the final 
flameout of each Pilot ending the game in a blaze of glory. 
The question is, will your Pilot achieve anything important 
in the time he has? 

There is one complication, though. If you roll the highest 
number a die can roll (4 on a d4, 6 on a d6, 8 on a d8, 10 on 
a d10) your community has a problem. Whether you succeed 
or not at whatever you’re doing, your community is facing 
trouble. You must subtract one from one of your Community 
Aspects, and describe what the problem is, and how it relates 
to that Aspect. If you can bring in the action you were taking 
and link it to the Community’s problem, so much the better. 
You only subtract 1, even if you rolled multiple maxed-out 
numbers. If an Aspect hits 0, you can no longer bring it into 
rolls, and you cannot subtract from it further.

Scenes In General 
Framing a scene involves setting the location (both physical 
and temporal), any NPCs present in the scene, and any action 
or situation that is immediately facing your Pilot. This can be 
simple (“So I’m on the surface, trying to track down those life 
signs that showed up on the machines back home”) or complex 
(“I’m facing the tribunal that leads my community the morning 
after the police force discovered I exited the compound 
without leave. The premier of the tribunal, who used to be my 
wife, begins to read the list of charges against me.”) 

You start the game without any octagons filled in, as no scenes have yet happened. When 
you frame a scene, you declare which kind of scene it is, and check or fill in the left-most 
octagon on the corresponding track. This becomes your Target Number – any die you roll 
in the scene that show that number or lower counts as a success. You always roll 1d8 for 
anything you need to roll in the scene, trying to get your 
Target Number or lower. (You can remember it’s a d8 because 
your Scene Track boxes have eight sides. )

You also have another player describe a Hazard you will be 
facing in that scene.  To represent the Hazard, you will be 
rolling 1d10 in addition to your base 1d8. You may also be 
able to bring in Aspect and Robot dice. Before continuing 
the rules for scenes, you should know what it means to make 
a roll. 

Making A RoLl 
Whenever the rules say to make a roll, you roll a number of 
dice, trying to get equal to or below your target number on 
each one. You check Scene Track boxes when you begin the 
scene, so your first scene will be against TN 1. You always roll 
1d8 for the scene, and 1d10 for the Hazard you are facing. If 
you can bring in any of your Community Aspects (Technology, 
Leadership, Population or Stability), you roll that number of 
d4s as well. If you are in your Robot, or the scene is about 
your Robot in particular, you can bring in any appropriate 
Robot Element dice. Other players can use more Hazards to 
make the roll more difficult for you, giving you more d10s to 
roll. Each other player can give you one Hazard per roll (so, 
any given roll can have a number of d10s on it equal to the 
number of other players). The initial Hazard counts — that is, 
that player can’t introduce another Hazard later in the scene.

Once you’ve determined which dice you get, you roll them 
all at once. Any die result equal to or below your TN is a 
success. Your number of successes equates to how well you 
do at the roll – one success means that you do marginally 

Thank you: Stephanie Cottrell Bryant, Luke Martinez, Ceci Gomez, GremlinLegions, Sven Hannemann & Gregor Hutton
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Quick Ref — Scenes
 ⋆Color scenes help you move more quickly 
through your other scenes. Roll after you 
describe how your actions help you out 
later; if you succeed, check off the left-
most space of either other track. If you 
lose, do nothing.
 ⋆Color scenes can repair your Robot. If you 
succeed, instead of checking off a scene 
hex, erase the flames from a damaged or 
irradiated component of your Robot.
 ⋆Conflict scenes are the way your Pilot 
gets something they want over another 
character’s objection. Roll once the 
conflict comes to a decision point. If you 
succeed, your Pilot gets what they want. 
Add 1 to any Community Aspect. If you 
fail, subtract 1 from an Aspect you used 
in the roll.
 ⋆Action scenes are where you have a 
physical fight. This can be another 
p layer ’s  P i lot , o r  another  p layer 
portraying an NPC or a Hazard. If you 
fight a Hazard, the owner of that Hazard 
must use it against you for your roll. If 
you succeed, you get to add 1 to any of 
your Hazards. If you lose, the other player 
gets to erase a tick from one of your 
tracks — their choice.
 ⋆ If you want to have a Robot fight, check 
off an Action scene and use the Robot 
Fight rules.

VEsNA thaw

scene hex, you repair that part as the result of the color scene, restoring its original die. Since 
you’re working on your Robot, you can roll another Robot die if it would reasonably help 
with the repairs (like if it has a self-repairing carapace or a motorized arm or something). 

Hazards in Color scenes should generally be environmental or abstract things that interfere 
with your Pilot’s vision of a better world. 

Conflict Scenes 
A Conflict scene is a scene that concerns a non-physical 
or non-violent confrontation with someone or something 
that opposes the interests of the Pilot. Conflicts are 
always binary and opposed – there is something that your 
Pilot wants that the other person doesn’t want. You can 
frame the scene by describing the conflict at the start, or 
by saying “This is a Conflict scene with (NPC), lets play 
until a conflict comes up.”  Generally, conflicts should 
have something to do with your community, directly or 
indirectly. Remember to roll dice for each Community 
Aspect pertaining to the conflict.

Once you are ready to resolve a conflict of interest one way 
or another, you roll. If you succeed, you get what you want! 
Also, you get to add 1 to any of your Community Aspects. If 
you fail, the opposition gets what it wants.  Also, you must 
subtract 1 from any Aspect that contributed dice to your 
roll. If you didn’t bring in any Aspect, it’s your choice. 

You can have multiple conflicts in a Conflict scene, if you 
happen to establish another conflict of interest within the 
scene once the first is resolved. 

Hazards in Conflict scenes tend to be the NPCs involved, 
or attributes of the community that would negatively 
impact the Pilot.

You can frame your own scenes however you want, bringing in any amount of backstory or 
relationships with NPCs. Any NPCs in the scene are played by the other players — you get 
to assign them if nobody volunteers for one. In addition, you pick one of the other players, 
and they spend a point from one of their Hazards and describe how it will make your Pilot’s 
life more difficult.

Scenes should generally be short and to the point — set up the scene, play out the 
interactions of the characters until you need to find out what 
happens next,  roll your dice, and describe the aftermath. If 
continuing on with a scene would involve changing the locale, 
major NPCs or the situation to something different, this usually 
means that you should end that scene. 

You always frame scenes for your Pilot, and you never frame 
scenes for other Pilots. You can frame another Pilot into your 
scene, but only if you have that Pilot’s players permission. In 
the unlikely event that another player has no Hazard points 
left, you can’t ask them for a Hazard. 

Color Scenes 
Color scenes are all about establishing stuff in the game that 
surrounds the real action — fictional details, circumstances 
of your Pilot’s life, descriptions of the community or the 
wastelands on the surface, or anything else that could impact 
the rest of the game. 

The goal of a Color scene is to make you more effective in 
your other scenes. On a successful Color scene roll, you get to 
tick off the left-most hex of either of the other scene tracks. 
You should link the color you’re establishing with the scene to 
the kind of scene corresponding to  that track, but this isn’t a 
requirement. Your next scene must correlate to the track you 
filled in. 

Color scenes are also where you repair your Robot. If your Robot 
has any irradiated or damaged parts, instead of checking in a 
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damien has framed a conflicT scene for dmiTri, and iT’s his Third conflicT scene (Tn3). he is arguing wiTh one of The council 
members, behind closed doors, abouT wheTher The communiTy can afford To send him ouT inTo The wasTes. he asks mary To add The 
hazard for The scene, and she defines one of her open hazard sloTs as “cowardly councilmen.” damien picks up 1d8 and 1d10 (The 
base die + hazard die). mary plays The cowardly npc, and They haVe an in-characTer argumenT abouT dmiTri’s inTenTions.

The argumenT comes To a head, and They need To know who wins. damien says ThaT This conflicT has To do wiTh boTh The leadership 
and sTabiliTy aspecTs of his communiTy. These aspecTs giVe him 1d4 and 2d4, respecTiVely. so, damien has a pool of 3d4, 1d8 
and 1d10, Trying To geT 3 or lower on each. 

he rolls, geTTing 1, 2, 4 on The d4s, 4 on The d8, and 5 on The d10. Two of his dice are lower Than his TargeT number, so 
he does fine in The conflicT, and roleplays The way he conVinces The councilman noT To sTand in his way. since he won, he geTs To 
add 1 To an aspecT, and he chooses sTabiliTy - dmiTri is going ouT is going To resTore confidence among The people. 

howeVer, one of his dice, a d4, maxed ouT! regardless of his success, This means a problem for his communiTy. damien describes 
how, afTer dmiTri deparTs, The councilman decides ThaT eVeryThing is going To hell anyway, and he commiTs suicide! damien lowers 
his communiTie’s leadership aspecT To 0. damien can see a paTh for dmiTri To possibly fill in The power Vacuum in his nexT 
sequence of scenes...

Action Scenes 
In an Action scene, you have a physical fight. You can fight another Pilot, someone from 
your own or an alien community, or a Hazard. You can ask another Pilot if they want to fight, 
or cast another player as the NPC opposition. You can also ask to fight one of a player’s 
Hazards in particular, and that’s the point they spend to add a Hazard to your scene. Frame 
the scene at the start of the fight, including any backstory as to why you are fighting. 

Describe the fight until it gets to a climactic moment, then roll. If you win, you win! Hooray! 
Describe how the fight goes down. You get to add 1 to one of your Hazards. If you lose, your 
opponent gets to untick the rightmost box on one of your scene tracks, they choose which.

Hazards in Action scenes tend to be about the physical environment, as well as the actual 
opposition to the character.

If you are in your Robot, and you want to have an Action scene where you fight another 
Robot, that works a little differently.

Robot F ights
A Robot Action scene is a Robot battle, Robot vs. Robot.  This can be a fight against another 
Pilot, or you can ask another player to pick a Robot out of the Rogue’s Gallery for you to 
face. The Rogue’s Gallery was generated by some of the backers of this game’s Kickstarter 

campaign, and you should feel free to use it to provide Robot enemies for your game! 
Simply assign 2d4 2d6 2d8 to six Elements of the Robot you pick, and you’re ready to fight.

In a Robot Fight, the way you roll works a little differently. You roll your scene (d8) + 
Community Aspect (d4) + Hazard (d10) dice as per usual.  Do not roll your Robot’s Element 
dice yet!

You choose whether to roll first or second. Whoever goes first picks one of their Robot’s 
Elements, describes how it uses that Element, and then rolls the corresponding die. They 
must then replace one of your currently-showing dice with the die they rolled. You are 
going to want to replace your high dice with low dice, and your opponent will want to do 
the opposite. Once both of you decide not to roll any more dice, or one of you runs out of 
dice, the battle is over. 

If you end the battle with successes, you get to destroy an Element on the other Robot, 
or you can describe how this victory helps out your community, and add 1 to any of your 
Community Aspects. If you end with a failure, the other Pilot’s player gets to destroy an 
Element on your Robot, and you cannot use that Element for dice until it’s repaired in a 
Color scene. Your opponent also recovers the Hazard point they spent for the scene.

Any time you roll a Robot die and it comes up with its maximum value (4 on a d4, 6 on a 
d6, 8 on a d8), the radiation powering that part flares up. Draw little flames on it, and from 
now on you can’t use that part for it’s die. You also check the next box of your choice on 
the Scene Tracks — radiation pumps you up! If an opponent replaces one of your dice with 

Thank you: A-Bomb & G-Girl, Stras Acimovic, Anonymous, Anonymous, Peter Aronson, Alphonse Chesky, Casey Clark,
Edouard Contesse, Stephen J. Dewey, Scott Dorward, Noah Doyle, Paul Echeverri, Paul Edson, Morgan Ellis, Mathias Exner, 
Udo Femi, Patrick Gamblin, Martin Greening, Dana Grohol, Ishai, Jonathan Jordan, J. Kowalski, Christina Lee, (cont.)
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Quick Ref — Robot Fight
 ⋆Challenge another Pilot, or have your 
opponent pick a Robot from the Robot 
Gallery.
 ⋆Roll your normal dice (1d8+ Aspect d4s + 
Hazard d10s).
 ⋆Decide whether you roll first or second.
 ⋆Each player describes their Robot 
fighting, and rolls the corresponding die, 
in turn.
 ⋆Your opponent uses their Robot dice to 
replace any of your currently showing 
dice, and you use your dice to replace 
theirs in turn.
 ⋆The fight is over once you both pass on 
rolling a die, or once one person runs out 
of Robot dice to roll. 
 ⋆ If a Robot die rolls its highest possible 
number (4  on a d4, 6 on a d6, etc), it 
flares up. Draw flames on it, and you 
cannot use it again (unless repaired by a 
Color scene). 
 ⋆Every time you have a flareup, check off 
one scene track of your choice.
 ⋆Your opponents dice do not cause 
flareups, for either player.
 ⋆ If you end with successes, you get to 
destroy one Element of their Robot, OR 
add 1 to any of your Community Aspects.
 ⋆ If you end without successes, they get to 
destroy one Element on your Robot, and 
they recover one Hazard point.

If the Pilot does succeed, then he’s sacrificed himself for the greater good! This doesn’t 
necessitate the ending of the Pilot’s life, but their story is over. They have done all they can 
do to lead their people into a better world.

Once a Pilot has gone out in a Blaze of Glory, the game is over! 

Alternately, if you want to keep playing, continue as normal 
until ALL Pilots have gone out in their Blazes of Glory. Any 
players who have already had their Pilot go out can still 
contribute the remaining Hazards on their sheet and play 
NPCs.

Addit ional Material
You can find the Rogue’s Gallery, Maps and Character Sheet 
in the separate “Vesna Thaw Extras” PDF. 

Designer Notes
This game was designed “backwards” from a character 
sheet. The original sheet implied a more tongue-in-cheek 
game than I tend to design (including the line “In Soviet 
Russia, Character Sheet Design YOU” and having a “Facial 
Hair” field), and that certainly pushed me to take a less 
serious approach. I was inspired the most by the empty box 
in the middle of the sheet simply labeled “Draw Your Robot.” 
And so, the idea of post-Soviet post-Apocalyptic Robots was 
born.

I had recently completed publication of my Vietnam narrative 
game carry. a game about war., which has a mechanism that 
tends to see characters do well at first, and then more poorly 
as the game goes on. On a mechanical level, I was interested 
in recasting the “death  spiral” as a “success spiral,” in which 
your character will actually tend to do better as they gain 
their initial goals. Obviously, this can’t go on forever, and 
the “Blaze of Glory” idea came out of that investigation. It’s 

a maximum value, this does not count as a flareup. Your opponent never flares up, only 
your Robot on your turn.

How To End the Game 
Once you have checked off the sixth box on one of your 
Scene Tracks, it’s getting to be time for your Pilot to go out in 
a Blaze of Glory. You can do so immediately, or wait until the 
other Pilots are ready to go (simply skip your turn to frame 
a scene). You still offer Hazards to the other Pilots, of course. 

The final scene for a Pilot should be about something that’s 
a Big Deal — it’s the culmination of the Pilot’s story, after 
all. Finally linking communities together into a New Soviet 
State, beating back the advance of the army of mutated Snow 
Yeti, and taking over the leadership of their community in the 
name of justice are all good Blaze of Glory goals. 

You frame the scene with whatever your goal for your Pilot 
is, and the player with the most remaining Hazards gets to 
say what will happen to your Pilot when you succeed at that 
Goal. It’s a Blaze of Glory, after all – your Pilot should be 
consumed by that which he most wants to achieve. 

Achieving the Pilot’s goal is not easy, though. This is the 
last scene, so everyone else should feel free to use their 
remaining Hazards to make your Pilot’s life difficult. In this 
last scene, and this last scene only, you can use a Hazard to 
take away one of the dice the Pilot would roll before they 
roll it, instead of giving them a d10 to roll. The Pilot does 
not need to specify a track for their final scene. The target 
number is 6. 

If the Pilot does not succeed, then it’s all over for that 
character and for their community. Narrate an appropriately 
unfortunate ending for your poor Pilot.

Thank you (cont.): T.S. Luikart, Maitland, Matt Erik Katch, Marc Majcher, Ralph Mazza, Flavio Mortarino, Guillaume 
“Nocker”, Alex Norris, Comrade Pitre, Jason J Rathbun, Epidiah Ravachol, Josh Rensch, Konstantinos “Yo! Master” Rentas, 
Mendel Schmiedekamp, Jared A. Sorensen, Matthew Sullivan-Barrett, Jim Sweeeney, Tiyha & Andrew Wright
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damien frames a roboT fighT, and he calls ouT 
mary for some roboT fighTing acTion. she accepTs, 
and damien frames The scene. “my roboT is rolling 
Through a Valley as i search for The enTrance To 
The bunker ThaT i found in Those soVieT compuTers. 
i see a glinT of unexpecTed lighT Through The snow, 
and i swiVel To face your roboT, which is cresTing 
The hill To my lefT. you haVe no idea who i am, 
buT i’m geTTing awfully close To your home, and 
you decide ThaT safe is beTTer Than sorry. you’re 
going To aTTack firsT.” mary says, “good Thing i 
haVe you righT where i wanT you. The hazard here 
is ‘Thin ice’.” 

This is damien’s 4Th acTion scene, so his TargeT 
number is 4. he rolls his 1d8 + 1d10, and pulls 
in 2d4 for his communiTy’s Technology leVel (i’m 
a well engineered roboT!). John decides he wanTs 
in, and Throws down “sudden blizzard” as a hazard. 
damien rolls 2d4, 1d8, 2d10, geTTing 2, 3, 6, 
7, 9 (none of These dice are maxed ouT).

mary rolls for her roboT’s missile launcher (a d6), 
geTTing 5. she replaces damien’s 2, saying, “my 
iniTial rockeT salVo Throws up a waVe of permafrosT 
in fronT of you, Throwing you off-balance.” 

damien rolls 1d6 for his dozer blade, and geTs 
a 4. he replaces his 7 wiTh ThaT 4. “my dozer 
blade slices Through The upThrusT earTh, and i 
rumble Towards you.” mary rolls 1d8 for her sensor 
array, and geTs an 8! she replaces damien’s 3, 
describing how her sensors allow her To geT inTo 
a beTTer posiTion. damien responds wiTh 1d4 for 
his Tank Treads, buT he rolls a 4! flareup! he 
replaces The 9 wiTh iT, and describes how The power 
planT oVerdriVes his Treads, sending him rockeTing 
up The hill buT desTroying Them in The process. he 
draws liTTle flames on Them on his picTure, and 
checks off one of his conflicT boxes. 

afTer going back and forTh again, boTh players 
pass. damien’s dice now read 2, 4, 4, 5, 8. 
he goT 3 successes. he could desTroy an elemenT 
on mary’s roboT, buT decides he needs The help in 
his communiTy insTead. he adds 1 To his Technology 
aspecT, as he narraTes ThaT The bunker he was 
looking for is full of original machine parTs ThaT 
he can bring back To his people. 

VEsNA thaw

also inspired by the Transcendence mechanic in Clinton R. Nixon’s The Shadow of Yesterday.

This game was also my first fully-realized GMless game design. In the original draft, 
players pretty much have complete control over their scenes, with just the dice mechanic 
offering any opposition to them, and that in a simple pass/fail manner. I realized during 
the revision and playtesting process that this can lead to bland and tensionless play, so I 
modified the existing Hazard rules such that another player offers you a specific obstacle 
during each of your scenes. I’ve found that this adds enough “outside” opposition to give 
your Pilot’s struggle some meaning in the context of play.

The game is meant to play very quickly, with scenes only taking a couple of minutes each, 
especially at the beginning of the game. Each individual group will have a comfort zone 
for things like scene-setting, who gets to narrate what and how to deal with situations 
that aren’t squarely addressed by the rules. This game assumes that you’ll fill in these 
gaps yourselves, though I would encourage you to err on the side of short, punchy, and 
descriptive over proscriptive. 

If in doubt, have a Robot Fight.

Thank you for your interest in Vesna Thaw! May your Robots always run smoothly.
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“Loom” by Stephanie bryant

“KLaw” by GreGor hutton

“Guardian” by 
Jared axeLrod

Rogue’s Gallery

Thank you: Anonymous, Anonymous, Andrew Byers, Santiago Eximeno, Mauro Ghibaudo, Joseph “UserClone” Le May, 
Ghislain “Mutantmaker” Morel, Ty Oden, Luca Ricci, Ryan Shelton, Mike Sugarbaker, Miles Matton

“GoriLLa” by ray otuS
“diSco” by Sven hanneman

“boGinSKaya 9” by 
michaeL wiGht

“bLacK widow-maKer” by Joe beaSon

“yithian” by 
Steve dempSey
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“KLaw” by GreGor hutton

Thank you: Anonymous, Anonymous, Aressel, Donnie Clark, Jesse Escobedo, Docteur Half, CS Hearns, Alexandra Hebda, 
Justin Freyvogel, Alan Jackson, Larry Lade, Patty Kirsch, Jarrod Farquhar-Nicol, Matt Fordham, David M., Louis Morneau, 
occultsearcher, Ryan Olson, Roy Pollock, Shreyas Sampat, Daniel Winterhalter

“hipSter” by SaGe Latorra

“bLacK widow-maKer” by Joe beaSon

“orrery” by tony de FranciSco

“yip” by ceci Gomez

“tower” by eben Lowe

“S-347-t “Горе”” by

Kairam ahmed hamdan

“witchbot” by LuKe martinez
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VEsNA thaw

Your Name:

youR Callsign:

Draw Your Robot

your Scene tracks

your Hazards

Color

Conflict

Action

TN1 TN2 TN3 TN4 TN5 TN6

TN1 TN2 TN3 TN4 TN5 TN6

TN1 TN2 TN3 TN4 TN5 TN6

draw (7 minus # of players) elements
each other player draws an element
assign 2d4, 2d6, 2d8 to your elements

you can add an appropriate Robot 
die to your roll whenever you are in
your Robot during a scene

declare what kind of scene you are in, and check off the lowest TN
to resolve something, roll 1d8 + community dice + hazard dice + robot dice 
each die with a result lower than the highest checked TN is a success
when you check off TN6, go out in a blaze of glory at the end of the scene

success: check off lowest TN of another scene, OR fix a Robot element
failure: no effect

success: add 1 to any Community Aspect
failure: subtract 1 from a Community Aspect that you risked on the roll

success: add 1 to any Hazard on your sheet
failure:  your opponent erases one check off of one of your scene tracks

d10

d10

d10

d10

d10

initial Hazard scores: 3, 3, 2, 2, 1
describe each hazard
spend 1: + 1d10 to another players roll

Leadership
d4

Stability
d4

Your Community

technology

d4
Population

d4

give your strongest aspect 3, your weakest 1, and the other two 2
when you roll the maximum number you can on a die, itʼs trouble! subtract a point from an aspect.
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Your Name:

youR Callsign:

Draw Your Robot

your Scene tracks

your Hazards

Color

Conflict

Action

TN1 TN2 TN3 TN4 TN5 TN6

TN1 TN2 TN3 TN4 TN5 TN6

TN1 TN2 TN3 TN4 TN5 TN6

draw (7 minus # of players) elements
each other player draws an element
assign 2d4, 2d6, 2d8 to your elements

you can add an appropriate Robot 
die to your roll whenever you are in
your Robot during a scene

declare what kind of scene you are in, and check off the lowest TN
to resolve something, roll 1d8 + community dice + hazard dice + robot dice 
each die with a result lower than the highest checked TN is a success
when you check off TN6, go out in a blaze of glory at the end of the scene

success: check off lowest TN of another scene, OR fix a Robot element
failure: no effect

success: add 1 to any Community Aspect
failure: subtract 1 from a Community Aspect that you risked on the roll

success: add 1 to any Hazard on your sheet
failure:  your opponent erases one check off of one of your scene tracks

d10

d10

d10

d10

d10

initial Hazard scores: 3, 3, 2, 2, 1
describe each hazard
spend 1: + 1d10 to another players roll

Leadership
d4

Stability
d4

Your Community

technology

d4
Population

d4

give your strongest aspect 3, your weakest 1, and the other two 2
when you roll the maximum number you can on a die, itʼs trouble! subtract a point from an aspect.
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Quick Ref — Starting
 ⋆Choose a Name and Callsign for your Pilot
 ⋆Draw your Robot. It is made of up 6 Elements. You 
draw (7 minus the number of players) Elements, then 
each other player draws 1 Element.
 ⋆Assign 1 die to each Element. You have 2d4, 2d6, and 
2d8 to assign. Smaller is better. You will be rolling 
these dice when your Robot is fighting, or when you’re 
using your Robot to achieve things.
 ⋆Assign starting scores to Community Aspects: 
Technology Level, Leadership, Population, and 
Stability. Your best is 3, your worst is 1, the others are 
2. You will be rolling these dice when interacting with 
your community.
 ⋆Write down starting Hazard scores: 3, 3, 2, 1. Write in 
any initial Hazard ideas. (You can also define Hazards 
during play). You will be spending these points to 
make other Pilots face Hazards during their turns. 

Quick Ref — Rolling
 ⋆Each player has a scene for their Pilot in turn. The 
other players play NPCs and offer Hazards.
 ⋆Each scene is either a Color, Conflict or Action scene. 
You can also use your Robot for a scene. You declare 
the kind of scene  at the beginning and fill in the left-
most space on the corresponding scene track listed 
on your sheet.
 ⋆You ask another player to offer a Hazard for the scene. 
They spend a Hazard point and describe it.
 ⋆When you make a roll during your scene, you roll 1d8 
+ 1d10 + any Aspects (d4s) that apply. If it’s a Robot 
scene, you also add any Robot components that apply.
 ⋆Other players can describe how additional Hazards 
make what you are attempting more difficult. They 
spend a point from their Hazard and give you 1d10. 
Each other player can bring in one Hazard per roll 
(the initial Hazard counts for this).
 ⋆You are trying to get a Target Number equal to the 
number of checks you have in the current scene track. 
Every die result equal to or lower than your TN is a 
success.
 ⋆ If any die rolls its maximum number (4 for d4, 6 for 
d6, etc.), your community has a problem (even if the 
roll was a success). Subtract 1 from any Aspect. Only 
subtract 1, even if more than 1 die maxed out.

Quick Ref — Scenes
 ⋆Color scenes help you move more quickly through 
your other scenes. Roll after you describe how your 
actions help you out later; if you succeed, check off 
the left-most space of either other track. If you lose, 
do nothing.
 ⋆Color scenes can repair your Robot. If you succeed, 
instead of checking off a scene hex, erase the flames 
from a damaged or irradiated component of your 
Robot.
 ⋆Conflict scenes are the way your Pilot gets something 
they want over another character’s objection. Roll 
once the conflict comes to a decision point. If you 
succeed, your Pilot gets what they want. Add 1 to 
any Community Aspect. If you fail, subtract 1 from an 
Aspect you used in the roll.
 ⋆Action scenes are where you have a physical fight. 
This can be another player’s Pilot, or another player 
portraying an NPC or a Hazard. If you fight a Hazard, 
the owner of that Hazard must use it against you for 
your roll. If you succeed, you get to add 1 to any of 
your Hazards. If you lose, the other player gets to 
erase a tick from one of your tracks — their choice.
 ⋆ If you want to have a Robot fight, check off an Action 
scene and use the Robot Fight rules.

Quick Ref — Robot Fight
 ⋆Challenge another Pilot, or have your opponent pick a 
Robot from the Robot Gallery.
 ⋆Roll your normal dice (1d8+ Aspect d4s + Hazard 
d10s).
 ⋆Decide whether you roll first or second.
 ⋆Each player describes their Robot fighting, and rolls 
the corresponding die, in turn.
 ⋆Your opponent uses their Robot dice to replace any of 
your currently showing dice, and you use your dice to 
replace theirs in turn.
 ⋆The fight is over once you both pass on rolling a die, 
or once one person runs out of Robot dice to roll. 
 ⋆ If a Robot die rolls its highest possible number (4  on 
a d4, 6 on a d6, etc), it flares up. Draw flames on it, and 
you cannot use it again (unless repaired by a Color 
scene). 
 ⋆Every time you have a flareup, check off one scene 
track of your choice.
 ⋆Your opponents dice do not cause flareups, for either 
player.
 ⋆ If you end with successes, you get to destroy one 
Element of their Robot, OR add 1 to any of your 
Community Aspects.
 ⋆ If you end without successes, they get to destroy one 
Element on your Robot, and they recover one Hazard 
point.

VEsNA thaw
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